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Lab Visitors

Marija brought one of her ODU Physics Department Ph.D. advisors Dr. Toza Popovic, to visit the labs. Accompanying him was graduate student Janardan Upadhyay.

Rod Linnekin, from Black Labs, visited with Gary Gompers from Harrisons Moving to check out our SEM. Rod is planning to move a SEM to his lab.

Lab 119 Gets Update

Rashmikant Vyas and Gordon Hopkins, Dell Installation Engineers came to update the servers in Lab 119 with new equipment.

GUESTS

Gianluigi Ciovati, from the JLAB Accelerator Division, SRF Institute, came to use the Hirox microscope to examine samples from his experiments.

Former WM Graduate student Dr. Nimel Theodore, Dr. Ron Outlaw, WM Graduate students, Michael Bagge, and Xin worked together on the PSII system in Lab 207.

Holiday Party!!!!!!!!!!

Bernie, Haijian, Ming Yao, Nick, Brandon, Natalie, Amy, Olga, & Linda all attended the annual holiday party.
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